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The theory of inner-outer factorization in the Hardy spaces HP in the unit disc 
D is well known and has many applications. It does not carry over to the spaces 
HP on the polydisc D” or the ball 5” when n > 1. However, for Lumer’s Hardy 
spaces (LH)’ on any simply connected complex analytic manifold, we introduce 
the notions of internal and external functions and prove that every f  E (LH)” has a 
factorization f  = Ie x EE, where ZE is internal and Ee is external, and E, E (LH)P-e, 
for any E > 0. The factorization is not unique and an example of Rudin shows that 
the E is needed, at least when p = 2/m, where m is an integer. 
1. hT~0DuCn0~ 
In the unit disc ID = (z E Cc: IzI < 1 }, every bounded analytic function f 
has a unique factorization f = Z x E, where Z is inner and E is outer. This 
means that 1 Z* I= 1 a.e. de, where Z* is the Fatou radial boundary function 
of z, 
Z*(ete) = !I?:_ Z(re”), 
and that log 1 E I is given by the Poisson integral 
Further, the inner function Z may be uniquely written as Z = B x S, where B 
is a Blaschke product 
B(z) = zp n (- a) lz?;z 
*The author’s research was partially supported by a grant from the National Science 
Foundation. 
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and where S is a singular inner function, 
S(z) = exp 11, s 446, 
where & is a positive measure that is singular with respect to Lebesgue 
measure dm = d9/2n. This is the familiar Riesz-Herglotz factorization-for 
more details, see [ 141. This factorization extends to the Hardy classes HP for 
1 < p ( co. Recall that an analytic function f belongs to HP, by definition, 
when ]lf&, is finite, where 
This is equivalent to there existing a harmonic majorant u for IfI” and 
I]fl], = inf{u(0)‘lP: IfI” < U, u harmonic on D), 
(see [21,23]). 
The Riesz-Herglotz factorization for functions in HP is a potent tool in 
the study of HP, see [ 141 for an extensive treatment. We illustrate its 
usefulness by showing that iffE H’(D), then we may writef= gh, where g, 
h E H*(D). Let f = Z x E be its inner-outer factorization, and just take g = 
Zxfiandh=@. 
When one passes to several complex variables, say to the polydisc D” or 
the ball B” for n > 1, where 
and 
D” = {z = (zl )...) zJ E C”: lzil < 1 for i= l,..., n) 
IB” = (z = (zl ,..., ZJ E C”: lz112 + *** + IZ”12 < 1}, 
then the notions of inner and outer function have been carried over directly, 
but serious trouble arises-suffice it to say that there exist bounded analytic 
functions f on lD” or on B”, for each n > 1, that have no inner-outer 
factorization (see [24, Theorem 5.4.8, p. 125; 281). 
This paper provides an alternate approach. First, the spaces HP are 
replaced by Lumer’s Hardy spaces (LH)” and also by the related class 
(iPH)P. In the study of these spaces, ordinary potential theory is replaced by 
the potential theory coming from the real parts of analytic functions. These 
real parts are just the pluriharmonic functions in case M is simply connected. 
This means that the restriction of u to every one-dimensional disc contained 
in M is harmonic. For simplicity, our exposition takes place on simply 
connected M except where otherwise noted. The main factorization theorem, 
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Theorem 6.1 holds without this restriction on M, but the proof would have to 
be written in multiplicative notation. We do not do this because it would be 
clumsy and would involve no new ideas. 
The second step is to introduce the notions of internal and external 
function. We can do this, when M is simply connected, by letting u = 
-log Ifi, so that n is a plurisuperharmonic function, and by callingfinternal 
when u is singular in the sense of RP potential theory and by calling f 
external when u is quasi-bounded. The details are given in Section 2. Givenf 
in (YH)P the factorization f = Z x E is achieved by decomposing ZJ as u = 
us+Uqb, where u, is RP-singular and uqb is RP-quasi-bounded. The decom- 
position is performed by using the Hausdorff maximality principle. One then 
defines I and E by 
24, = -log 1 II, %b = -log [El. 
The definitions of “internal” and “external” take place entirely within the 
manifold M and do not involve any radial or other boundary values. Related 
ideas lead to the RP notions of Blaschke product B and singular internal 
function S, and it is proved that every internal function Z has a factorization 
Z=BxS. 
It is shown in Section 3 that in the classical case A4 = ID, the present 
theory reduces to the standard theory, although the proofs are different. In 
other words, in this case, internal tt inner, external t+ outer, and so on. The 
notions of internal and external function are related to, but quite different 
from, those of interior and exterior function (see [27]). 
The main results are that if f E (YH)P, then we may write f = Z X E 
where Z is internal and E is external and belongs to (9H)P. If f E (LH)P 
then for each E > 0 we may write f = Z, X E, where I, is internal, and E, is 
external and belongs to (LH)P-E. An example of Rudin shows that the E is 
indispensable, at least when p = 2/m, m E N. Another fact is that even in the 
case of (YH)p, the factorization is not unique. 
As applications, we deduce that if f E (YH)‘, then we may write f = gh 
where g, h E (YH)*. Also, iff E (9H)P, then we may write f = k + I where 
k, 1 E (YH)P, k and 1 are zero-free, with good bounds on their norms. 
2. THE DEFINITIONS 
Throughout this paper, except where otherwise noted, M will, for ease of 
exposition, be any simply connected complex-analytic manifold of any 
dimension. At a first reading, it might be good to think of M as the polydisc 
D” or the ball IB”. The principal use we make of the simple-connectivity of 
M is that iff is a zero-free analytic function on M with values in the complex 
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plane, then u = -log IfI is the real part of an analytic function. We will 
consistently use the notation 
24 = -log IfI 
with little further mention. Note that in the annulus 1 < Iz I < 2 say, if we 
choose f(z) = z so that u = -log (z /, then u 66 RP since its conjugate -6 is 
not single-valued. By RP(M), or simple RP, we denote the family of 
functions v on M that are the real parts of functions analytic on M. In other 
words, u is pluriharmonic. We denote by 9-Y the Lumer-Nevanlinna class, 
the class consisting of those analytic functionsfon M for which log+ IfI has 
an RP majorant u,,, say, 
u>--u,; uo 2 0, u. E RP. 
By LHP we denote the space of analytic functionsfon M such that Ifl” < u. 
on M, for some u. E RP. It is clear that for all 0 < p < co, we have 
for if Ifl” < uo, then log+ IfI <p-’ log+ u. <p-‘u,. An alternate 
description of LV is that it consists of those analytic functionsfthat have a 
representation 
f = g/h, 
where g and h are bounded analytic functions on M, and h is zero-free on M. 
For iff has such a representation, then on normalizing it so that 1 g( < 1 and 
IhI< 1, we get 
log+ Ifl<u,=log’lgl tlog’ ifl =log ItI, 
which is in RP. Conversely, if log+ IfI Q u. = Re q, where cp is analytic on 
M,andifweleth=e-“,thenIhI=e-“O~l,andifweletg=~,thenfrom 
Ifl < euo = l/l h I, we readily see that I gl < 1. (See Problem 7 of Section 8 for 
a related question.) If, in the non simply’connected case we let I&‘^  consist 
of those analytic functions f for which there exists an analytic function w  
withI~(>lonMandIfl<lyll on M, then the same representation theorem 
holds. These ideas are certainly not new here, but are presented to clarify 
LK In a similar vein, we say that SE LHp when there is an analytic 
function g on M with exp Ifl” < I gls for some s > 0. 
We let (9H)P = (YH)P(M), for 0 <p < co, be the space of analytic 
functions f on M for which there exists an analytic function F on M with 
IfI < IFI, IFI > E > 0, and exp lFIP < ICI” for some analytic function G and 
some s > 0. We write Ilfll~uu,p as the infimum of [log IG(z~)~“]“~ as G 
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ranges over all such majorants, where z0 is a point of M that is fixed once 
and for all. 
Remark. It is easy to show that ]] ]IuHjP is a quasi-norm, i.e., 
llfl +fzIIwi~P Q owl IlumP + ]]fZ]]CLH)P] for some constant K, but we do not 
know whether we may take K = 1. 
We mention one further problem. If we restrict f, F, and G to be bounded 
functions on M, then we get a subclass of (5YH)P. Is it dense in (9H)P? 
By F’(M) = Hm we denote the space of bounded analytic functions on 
M, with norm 
Ilfll, = sup 1 I.f(~I: 2 E w. 
There is no distinction between H”O and (LH)“O. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let f be a bounded analytic function on M with 
]]f]], = 1. We say thatfis internal if, whenever h is an invertible element of 
H”O(M) (i.e.,O<e<]h(<K< co onM), with 
IflGlhlGl throughout M, 
then h must be a constant (of modulus 1). 
DEFINITION 2.2. A nonnegative function u on M is said to be RP- 
singular if, whenever u is a bounded RP function with 0 < u < u throughout 
M, then v = 0. 
This definition will be applied only to plurisuperharmonic functions u. 
This means that u is lower semi-continuous, not identically +co, and that if 
Q is any relatively compact open subset of M, then every function 
u E RP(@ with u < u on 852 must satisfy u & u throughout 0. (Here, _RP(fi) 
is the set of real parts of functions f analytic on an open set a,2 a. It is 
clear that if f is analytic, then I( is plurisuperharmonic, and also that f is 
internal iff u is RP-singular. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let {un} be a sequence of finite functions on M and let 
u < +co be a function on M. We write v, T, v (where 1 stands for “locally”) 
to mean that given any compact set K E M, 3N= N(K) so that uN+, < 
u <a** N+Z 1 on K and lim V, = o. (A similar meaning is given to I,.) 
We give the remaining definitions in equivalent pairs. The first definition 
of each pair is applicable when M is not simply connected, a theme we will 
not pursue further here. 
The rough idea of the next definition is that a function is quasi-bounded if 
it is the supremum of the RP functions that lie below it, each of which is 
bounded above by a constant. 
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DEFINITION 2.4. Let f be analytic on M. An analytic function g on M 
may or may not have the property that if h is an analytic function on M with 
Ihl>e>O and Ih(>lf( over M, then lhl>lgl over M. We say thatfis 
external if each g with this property must satisfy I g( < IfI over M. 
DEFINITION. We say that a function p is upper-bounded if there is a 
finite constant K = K, such that p <K. 
DEFINITION 2.4’. Let v be a plurisuperharmonic function on M. A 
plurisuperharmonic function w on M may or may not have the property that 
if p is an upper-bounded RP function with p < v on M, then p < w over M. 
We say that v is quasi-bounded if each w with this property must satisfy 
w > v over M. 
A more exact term for the notion just defined would be quasi-upper- 
bounded, but it would be too clumsy. 
The next definitions are used mainly in proving the internal-external 
factorization theorem. They are introduced for technical reasons. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Suppose fE Lk  ^ with g, an analytic function on M 
with / g,,l > E > 0 on M. We say thatfis go-external if there exists a sequence 
{h,} of functions h, on M such that 
(1) each h, is analytic on M, 
(2) each P,l< /goI on M 
(3) l~,l>~,~OonM 
(4) l&l > Ifl on My 
(5) l&l 1, Ifl on M. 
We say that f is *-external if it is go-external for some g,. 
DEFINITION 2.5’. Let u0 be an RP function with -uO < M, on M, where 
M, is a finite constant. We say that a function v on M is u,-quasi-bounded 
(abbreviated U, - qb) if there exists a sequence {v,} of functions such that 
(1) each v, E RP, 
(2) each v, > -U, on M, 
(3) each v, GM, on M, where M, is a finite constant, 
(4) v, < v on M for each n, 
(5) v, T, v on M. 
We will say that v is *-quasi-bounded if it is u0 - qb for some u,. We will 
see in Proposition 6.2 that every u,-quasi-bounded function belongs to RP. 
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It follows directly from the definitions that f is external iff u is quasi- 
bounded. It is also a routine matter to prove that f is *-external iff u is *- 
quasi-bounded, by using the identifications u = -log 1 f 1, u,, = -log 1 g, (, 
u, = -log 1 h, I, exp(-M,) = sO, exp(-44”) = E,. 
DEFINITION 2.6. A function f, analytic on M, with IIf l)oo = 1, is a 
Blaschke product if whenever h is analytic and zero-free on M with 
IflGlhlGl throughout M, 
h must be a constant (of modulus 1) on M. 
DEFINITION 2.6’. A function tl> 0 on M is a potential if 0 < u Q u with 
u E RP implies u = 0 on M. 
It is easy to check that f is a Blaschke product iff u = -log 1 f I is a 
potential. The difference in the definitions of RP-singular functions and RP 
potentials is in the restriction that v be upper-bounded that is imposed in the 
singular case but not in the potential case. 
DEFINITION 2.7. An internal function f is a singular internal function if 
it has no zeros on M. 
The corresponding property of the RP-singular function u = -log If 1 is 
simply that u E RP. 
DEFINITION 2.8. A function S, analytic on M, with I( f Iloo = 1 is a 
Blaschke factor if whenever h is analytic on M and IfI < I h 1 < 1, then either 
IfI 3 (hl or IfI E 1 on M. 
DEFINITION 2.9. A Blaschke product f is called irreducible if whenever 
f =f, xf2, where f, and f2 are analytic on M, and jlf, l(m = Ilfill, = 1, then 
either If,1 = 1 or Ifi/ = 1. 
We will see later that irreducible Blaschke products are the same as 
Blaschke factors. 
3. EQUIVALENCE WITH THE CLASSICAL NOTIONS WHEN n = 1 
THEOREM 3.1. In the unit disc ID, a function f is internal of is inner. 
Proof: (+) We assume that If * I = 1 a.e., that h is invertible in H”O, 
and that If I Q I h I < 1 throughout ID. Since h* exists a.e., we have I h* I = 1 
a.e.Butk=l/hEH”OandIk*l=la.e.HenceIklglsoIhl~landthush 
is a constant of modulus 1. 
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(a) Here, we assume that f is internal, and let f = Z x E be its inner- 
outer factorization. We write 
where 
k(8) = log jE*(eie)l E L’(aD). 
Let 
and let 
k,(8) = max(k(0), 32) 
h,(z) = exp $11 
R 
$$ k,(8) de. 
Now if E # const, then k # 0 and so there exists an n with k, # const so that 
h, # const. For such an n, we have 
IW)I G lh,(z>l G 1, ZE (D, 
so that 
Since h, is invertible since k, is bounded below, this contradicts f being 
internal, unless E is a constant, and f is proved inner, as desired. 
THEOREM 3.2. The function f E H’ on the unit disc ID is g,-external for 
some g, E H’ ef is outer. 
Proof: (=+-) We suppose that ] f ] Q ] g,], g, E H’, and that there exist 
functions h, &.A lh,l Q I g,l, and ] h,l > E, > 0. By [ 14, Problem 12(a), 
p. 1761, each h, is an outer function. Denoting by PL.1 the Poisson integral, 
we have, for each z0 E ID, log ] f (z,,)] = lim log (h,(z,)l = lim P[log I h,* l](z,,) 
since h, is outer. But J&l > IfI so lh,*I > If *I. Hence 1% I.k,)l> 
P[log (f * ]](z,J and thus f is outer, by definition. 
(x=) We prove the next result. 
PROPOSITION. Zf f E H’(D), then rhere exists FE H’(lD), If) < IFI and 
IFI > 1. 
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Proc$ Since fE Hi, we have ]f] < log ] g] for some analytic function g. 
Let C be the class of analytic functions Q, with 
Ifl<bl< 1 +hsIgl. 
Since C is not empty (it containsf), it must contain a maximal function F, 
i.e., if JE C and (J( > IFI, then ] J( = IFI. Letting G be an analytic function 
with log ( G] = 1 + log ] g], i.e., G = e x g, we have If] < (F( < log ] G]. We 
claim that ] FI > 1. Otherwise, let @ = F V 1, i.e., log ] 91 be the least 
harmonic majorant of log+ IFI. Then @ECand l@l~lFl so (@I=IFI and 
IJ’I > 1. Q.E.D. 
Continuing with our proof of (+), we define k, k,, and h, as in the proof 
of the preceding theorem. We will let g, = h,-it is easy to see that the 
functions h, satisfy conditions (l)-(S) of the deftnition off being go-external. 
It remains to prove that g, E H’, which gives a second proof of the 
preceding proposition. 
We have to prove that if fE H’, and we let u = P[log+ IS*]], u = *u, 
go = e”+ ‘“, then g,, E Hi. (Here , *U denotes the harmonic conjugate.) Well 
] g$(eie)] = max[]f*(eie)], I], so g,* E L’(aD). Then g, will be in H’ if we 
can prove it belongs to N+ (See [4, Theorem 2.11, p. 281). But it is enough 
to prove (See [4, Theorem 2.10, p. 261) 
lim (2n log + ] g,(re”)] de = /2z log+ ] g$(ere)] d8. 
r-1- 0 0 
However, ] go] >, 1 and ] g$ ] > 1. Hence (#) says 
lim (*= log 1 go(re’e)l d0 = I*= log I g$(eie)l do. 
r-l- 0 0 
The left-hand side is log ] g,(O)]. But log ] g,(z)] = P[log+ ]f* l](z), and 
log+ If*] EL’, so that (See (4, Corollary 2, p. 5]), log (g$(e’“)( = 
log+ ]f*(e”)], and the result follows. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let $ be an analytic function in ID. Then f is a Blaschke 
product in the sense of our definition of Section 2 lflf is a Blaschke product 
in the classical sense. 
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Corollary 6.19 of [ 121 that a 
nonnegative superharmonic function defined on an open set R having a 
Green function is the potential of a measure iff the greatest harmonic 
minorant of u is 0. Of course one should observe that for D, the Green 
function is 
G(z, 4) = -log 
(see [ 12, p. 771). 
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Remark. It is also easy to see that f is a Blaschke factor on lD (or 
equivalently an irreducible Blaschke product) precisely when 
j-=n z--o 
1 -Fez ’ 
[Al=1 andz,ED. 
4. EXAMPLES AND COUNTEREXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE A. In the ball [B*, the functions 
f(z1,z2)=z1, g(z,, z*) = z,/dm, 
where 1 is any constant of modulus 1, are both Blaschke products. 
Proof: We do only the second function g, and write u = -log 1 gl. Note 
that 1 gl< 1 so that 0 < U. Suppose w E RP and 0 < w < u. Let V be the 
variety V= {z2 = 0). Identifying V with the disc D = {/z 1 < 1 }, we see that 
u IV = -log lzr 1, which is surely a potential on V, so that w I,, G 0. In 
particular, ~(0, 0) = 0, and so by the minimum principle for RP functions on 
IB2, we see that w G 0. 
Remark. Thus we have explicit examples of nonconstant internal 
functions on IB’. (Th eorem 6.1’ can be used to produce many more 
examples, but does not explicitly exhibit them.) 
EXAMPLE A’. In the polydisc D2, the functions 
f(Z 1) z2) = y, g(z, 3 ZJ = (Zl - 4/2 & - qz, + z,)/2, 
where 1 is any constant of modulus 1, are both Blaschke products. 
Proof. The same as in Example A except that we take V= (zi + z2 = 0). 
Remark. In contrast to the case M = D, we have here an example of two 
Blaschke products f and g such that g,Jf is holomorphic and yet unbounded. 
EXAMPLE B. In the ball [B’, the function 
E(z, ) z2) = j,/cq) IAl= 1, 
is * -external and consequently external. 
Proof The roof is just a reduction to the one-variable case, where 
E(z) = d--+ 1 - lz is easily shown to be outer. 
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EXAMPLE B’. In the polydisc ID*, the function 
E(z, 9 4 = l/l - A@, + zJ2, III= 1, 
is *-external and consequently external. 
Proof: Much the same as that of Example B. 
Remark. As consequences of the above, we have, in iBz, 
zl=(z,/~~)x~i=x$zAxEA, 
is an example of a bounded (actually internal) analytic function on lB* with 
continuum-many different internal-xternal factorizations. Similarly in D2 
with 
v = ((zl - zJ2 \/l - n(z, + z2)/2) x \/l - n(z, + z2)/2 = Z, x E,. 
EXAMPLE C. IN ID*, let 
R(z,, z2) = e”+ ‘)/(1-‘), Zl + z2 where {=-. 
2 
Then R is an outer function that is actually internal. 
Prooj That R is internal is proved along the lines of the proof of 
EXAMPLE A’. The point here is that, on identifying V with a one- 
dimensional disk, the restriction of R to V is a (singular) inner function. 
That R is outer is proved in [24], where R is introduced as an example of a 
bounded outer function that generates a proper closed invariant subspace of 
H2(D2). We note that it is not surprising that an internal function should 
generate a proper invariant subspace. 
EXAMPLE D. In E2. let 
Then I, and I2 are internal, but their product is not internal because 
IIZI x ~2llco < 1. 
Proof: Example A and a simple estimate. 
Remark. Following Example A’, one could produce an Example D’ that 
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does for ID2 what Example D does for U3 2. See Problem 11 of Section 8 for a 
related question. 
EXAMPLE E. In IB2, let 
fe19z2)= (& )‘: Ih42)=4°, E(r,,z,)=( &)‘“. 
Then fE (LH)2([B2) say, because fe Hm(lB2), yet f = Z x E is an internal- 
external factorization with E & LH2(1B2). (Here, the exponent 10 is 
somewhat arbitrary, as well as the exponent 2 in (LH)‘.) 
Remark. A similar procedure would produce an Example E’ that works 
in the polydisc. 
EXAMPLE F. We show that the Ahlfors function a on any plane domain 
h4 is a Blaschke factor. It follows already from [5] that a is internal 
(actually sesqui-internal) since IaJ = 1 on S, the Shilov boundary of Ha(M). 
(That a is sesqui-internal means that if Ial < h, where h and l/h belong to 
Hw, then either I a ( = ) h I or I h I> 1. For a to be a sesqui-Blaschke product is 
to require that if (a I < ( h 1, where h is zero-free in H”, then either 1 h ( G 1 a [ or 
I h ( > 1. We do not pursue these notions here, except to conjecture in passing 
that a is sesqui-internal iff Ial = 1 on S.) The Ahlfors function a is the 
solution to the extremal problem of maximizingf’(z,) among allfE H”(M) 
with Ilfll, < 1. It is proved simply in [9, Chap. 10, p. 671 (“The Purple 
Notes”), that a(zO) = 0, so one can build it into the problem. 
We shall prove that a is an irreducible Blaschke product, and show at the 
end that this is enough. 
Suppose now that a = a1 x a2, where jlall(oo = IIa21\m = 1. It is clear that 
a has a simple zero at zo. Thus we have, say, aI = 0, a,(z,) # 0. Then 
I a( < Ia21 < 1 and hence f = a/a2 competes for the extremal problem because 
IfI < 1. But 
If’(zoI = 1 $j I. 
If Ial( < 1, then f is better than a, and hence la2(zo)l = 1. By the 
maximum principle, then, Ia,\ = 1 and the result is proved. 
PROPOSITION. The function f is an irreducible Blaschke product of is a 
Blaschke factor. 
Proof. (G) Suppose f is a Blaschke factor and f =f, X f2 with 11 f,ll = 
llf211 = 1. Then If I < Ifi1 Q 1. Hence If,1 = 1 or If,1 = If 1 (and then If21 = 1). 
Q.E.D. 
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(3) Suppose f is an irreducible Blaschke product, and IfI Q lh 1 Q 1. Let 
fi =flh and f2 = h. It is clear that I( f21Jm = 1 since if 1 f(zJ + 1, then 
I&,1 -, 1. Ah llfi II, = 1, because if If(z 1, then Ih(z,] + 1 so that 
IfIwl = If w/~@“Il--) 1. l-b useitherIhl=lorlf/hI=l,solhl=lfl. 
Q.E.D. 
We now show that solutions of some other extremal problems must also 
be internal functions. This is not surprising because the internal functions 
seem to be those that have modulus one on certain large boundary sets (the 
supports of representing measures), at least in the case of IB”, and the 
“bang-bang” principle says that extremal functions hit the constraints as 
much as possible. 
DEFINMTON. A measure 4 that lives in M is called nonvarietal if 
whenever f E H* vanishes identically on the support of 4, f must be the 
zero function. 
PROPOSITION. Let & be a nonvarietal probability measure of compact 
support in M and let q~ be a strictly increasing nonnegative continuous 
function on [0, 00). Consider the extremal problem of maximizing j (p(l f I) dp 
with the constraints f (z,,) = 0 and II f [ICI) < 1. Then each extremal function a 
is a Blaschke product. 
Proof: Let a be an extremal function, and suppose 1 a I < I h I Q 1, where h 
is zero-free and analytic on M. Now 
The first inequality holds because I h I Q 1 and 9 is increasing, and the second 
because [a( is extremal. We conclude that p(Ial) = ~(/a j/l h I) a.e. dp because 
(p is nondecreasing. But because ~0 is strictly increasing, we have I a I = I a l/l h I 
a.e. &. Since 4 is nonvarietal, there is a z, E supp 9, where a(zJ # 0, and 
there I a(zJ = I a(z,)l/l h(z,)l. By the maximum principle, since 1 h(zJ = 1, we 
have(hl=l soh=const. Q.E.D. 
(Note that the condition f(z,) = 0 could be replaced by any similar 
condition that would keep a from being a constant.) 
EXAMPLE G. On the annulus A = {z E C: 1 < 1 z I < R }, there exists an 
internal function a that is not unimodular on S, the Shilov boundary of 
H*(A). 
(This example is due to Kenneth Stephenson, whom we thank for allowing us 
to give it here. The exposition is ours.) 
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To see this, let u solve the Dirichlet problem: u = 0 on {]z ( = R}, u = --E 
on { ]z ] = 1 }, and u harmonic in A, where E < log R. Formally, we let f = 
exp(u + i* u), where *u is the harmonic conjugate of u. We will have to 
patch this up becausefwill not be well defined if the periods of u are wrong. 
Let Y be the Green function r(z) = .V(z, zO) with pole at z,,. We will 
choose an integer N and let 
y=exp-N[.Y+&.Y] 
and then let 
a = yf. 
The point is to choose N and z0 so that a is an analytic well-defined 
function. For this, we need 
Flux,(u -NY) = 2nk, kE Z, (*I 
where 
Flux, u = 
i 
&dS. 
ran 
Consider FL, = Flux, ,!Y. By considerations of heat flow, it is clear that 
FzO < 0 when z0 is near R and that FzO > 0 when ]zO] is near 1. Hence the 
range of Fzo includes an interval (-6,6). Thus, by choosing N and z0 
properly, we can make (*) hold. It is clear that ]a / 3 1 on S is false. Let us 
now show that a is indeed internal. Suppose ] a 1 < 1 h I< 1, where ] h ( is 
bounded and analytic and zero-free in A. Then ] h * / = 1 on {I z ] = R } and 
]h*] >e-” on {]z] = 1). Let u = log ]h]; we must have 
Flux, v = 27t1, 1E z. 68 
Again by considerations of heat flow, unless h = const, we have 
0 < Flux, v < cp, 
where 
v, = Flux,. V, 
where 
V=Elog+ lo&. 
I 
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A simple calculation shows that 
Since E < log R, 0 < Q, < 2x, whereby (#) is impossible. Thus h = const. 
(Actually, we have shown that a is a Blaschke product.) 
5. SOME HEURISTICS 
In ordinary potential theory, the functions in question (nonnegative and 
superharmonic) form a lattice, but in RP-potential theory (concerning 
nonnegative and plurisuperharmonic functions), they do not. This makes our 
proofs more difficult, and leads to troubles like the nonuniqueness of the 
singular + quasi-bounded decomposition, which is equivalent to the nonuni- 
queness of the internal-external factorization. To explain this lack of the 
lattice structure, we use an analogy. 
On a simply connected domain, the plurisuperharmonic functions might 
properly be called 2-plurisuperharmonic, since they are the functions which 
(locally) restrict to be harmonic functions on every plane (= 2-flat). Thus 
one could consider I-plurisuperharmonic functions on the plane, which 
reduce simply to concave functions, since the harmonic functions on a l-flat 
are just the al&e functions. The nonuniqueness of our factorization can be 
traced to the nonuniqueness of greatest pluriharmonic minorants of a given 
positive plurisuperharmonic function, and this phenomenon can be 
geometrically illustrated in the 1-plurisuperharmonic case. Let U be defined 
on a square S in the plane so that the graph of U is a symmetric concave 
pyramidal surface whose apex lies directly above the center of S. Now let R 
be a rhombus contained properly in S that shares a diagonal d with S, and 
let u be the restriction of U to R. Thus, the pyramid over R has a “floor” 
consisting of two triangular “wings” that meet in a vee-angle on d. Hence, 
any one of a whole family of a-flats that pass through d and are nearly 
horizontal will serve as the graph of a greatest al&e minorant of u on R. 
Thus the lack of uniqueness is geometrically apparent. 
We note that it follows from [2, Theorem 4.1, p. 2501, that the “sandwich” 
property fails in our context. Thus, it is not true in B”, n > 1, that if u < D on 
8” where u is plurisubharmonic and D is plurisuperharmonic, then there 
exists a pluriharmonic function w  with u < w  < ZJ. The root of the trouble is 
that there are perfectly smooth functions b on 6’5” (n > 1) for which the 
Dirichlet problem for pluriharmonic functions has no solution. 
To conclude this section, we give a plausible description of internal 
functions that is related to the usual description of inner functions (If* I= 1 
a.e.). 
607/50/l-2 
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In the case of M = IB”, say, it would be nice to prove that iffE HOD(M), 
then the radial boundary values f * off must exist almost everywhere &,-, for 
each representing measure & for point evaluation at the origin in the ball 
algebra A@“). (See Problem 4 of Section 8.) This means that &,, > 0 and 
that g(0) = j g &, for every function g that is continuous on the closure of 
B” and analytic on IB”. If this be true, then there is reason to believe that if 
fE Hm(lB2) and if Ilfjl, = 1, thenfis internal o there exists a representing 
measure &,, for A@“) so that If* I= 1 a.e. &,,. We can prove half of this. 
We thank Carl Sundberg for his help here in making our heuristic proof 
precise. 
THEOREM. Let M be a starlike region in Cc” and let A = A(M) be the 
algebra of all continuous functions on M- that are analytic on M. Let dp,, be 
a representing measure for A, and suppose IIf (IHm = 1 and If * I = 1 a.e. dp,, 
where f * denotes the radial boundary values of the bounded analytic 
function, which are supposed to exist a.e. dpO. Then f is internal. 
Proof With these hypotheses on f, suppose If I< I h I < 1, where h is an 
invertible element of H*. The main idea, which we will make precise, is 
I -= 
43 J &&o(l) =lh*(z) ho(z) = (1 h*(z) dpo(L)) - = h(O) W) 
so that I h(O)l’ = I and we can use the maximum principle. However, h and 
l/h do not necessarily lie in A. But, given E > 0, there is a set E on supp dp, 
with ,&?Z) > 1 - E, and a sequence r,, + l-, so that If (r,(z)1 > 1 - E for all 
z E E, by Egorov’s theorem. Hence 1 > I h,,(z)1 > 1 - E for all z E E, where 
h,(z) = h(rz). Hence 
Now on T = supp dpow, I l/h) < K < co so that I, < B(E), where b(s) + 0 as 
c--,0. But on E, 
1 
- - h,(z) 
h,,(z) 
< v(&)v 
where V(E) + 0 as E + 0. So 
1 
- = 
40) 5 
h,(z) &o(z) + G), 
where A(c) -+ 0 as E + 0, and the proof goes through to show that (h(O)1 = 1 
SO that h = const by the maximum principle. Q.E.D. 
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Remark. A similar proof shows that if ] f I= 1 a.e. a&, where a&, is a 
representing measure for Hm on the Shilov boundary, then f is internal. 
There is some plausibility to the wish that f is external o there exists a 
point z0 E I3” and a representing measure &, for point evaluation of 
functions in A@“) at the point zO, so that 
log If (%)I = 1 log If *@)I 4%(z)* 
6. PROOFS OF THE FACTORIZATION THEOREMS 
For the factorization f = I x E, we actually prove that we may take E to 
be *-external. (See Problem 9 of Section 8 for the question whether this is 
different from E being external.) So we need the next result. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. If the nonnegative plurisuperharmonic function v is *- 
quasi-bounded, then it is quasi-bounded. 
ProoJ We suppose that v is *-quasi-bounded, so we can write v, 1, v, 
where each v, is upper-bounded and v, < v. Suppose now that w  is an RP 
function such that every upper-bounded RP function p with p Q v must 
satisfy p < w. Then each v, < w  and thus v < w, as required. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. If {u,} is an ascending chain of RP functions on M 
and u, T u and u is not identically +a~, then u E RP. 
ProoJ: An application of Hamack’s inequality (see [ 12, Sect. 2.51) 
implies that the u, converge uniformly on compact sets in M to u, and that u 
is pluriharmonic, so that the Proposition is proved in the simply connected 
case. In the general case, one can let f, = u, + i, u, be the analytic function 
of which u, is the real part, with *u&J = 0 for a conveniently chosen point 
z0 in M for all a. Then the BorelCaraUodory lemma (see [30, 
pp. 174-175]), which bounds the modulus of an analytic function in terms of 
bounds on its real part, shows that {f,} is a Cauchy net on M, in the 
topology of uniform convergence on compacta, so that {f,} converges to 
some analytic function f of which u is readily seen to be the real part. 
KEY LEMMA. Let {v,} be a chain offunctions so that 
(a) each v. E RP, 
(b) each v, ) -uO, 
(c) each v, is u,-quasi-bounded, 
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(4 u, T ~9 
(e) v is not E +CO. 
(Here uO is a fixed RP function that satisfies u,, > -M,, where M, is afinite 
constant.) 
Then there exists a sequence {v,} offunctions such that conditions (l)-(5) 
(of the definition in Section 2 of uO - qb functions) hold. In particular, v is 
u,-quasi-bounded. 
Proof. We construct the v,. Choose v0 = -u,,. Then u0 satisfies (l)-(4) 
(with the same M,). Let {K,} be an exhaustion of M by compacta, i.e., each 
K, compact in M, K, E interior K, + 1, M = lJ K, . 
Suppose now that v, _ i is chosen so that 
v,-,<v on M, v,-,ERP, v,-~>-u, 
1 
V n-1 GM,-, < 00, v-vv,-,>- 
n-l 
on K,-,. 
Let m, = min{o - u,-i: z E K,}. Note that this minimum exists, because by 
Proposition 6.2, v E RP and so v is continuous on M. Clearly, m, >, 0. 
Now choose v,” from {Us} so that 
o-v,“<+-min on K,. 
This is possible by the aforementioned application of Harnack’s inequality to 
prove that the v, converge uniformly to u on compacta. We have up” E RP, 
V,” > -uo 9 V,” is u,-q.b. Now choose v, upper-bounded with u, E RP, 
v, Q van CO>, v,, 2 -u. and 
v - =n on K,. 
Then, by the triangle inequality, 
4~) - v,(z) < m, < v(z) - u,- 1(z) on K,. 
On subtracting, we conclude 
VII-l(Z) < v,(z) on K,. 
Now keep on by induction. In particular, v,(z) < u,+ i(z) on K,, i and hence 
on K,, because K, c K,, ,. Proceeding this way, we see that 
v,, u,+1, v,+2,..., is increasing on K,. 
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Since V(Z) - t),(z) < m, < l/n on K,, we see that u, r, tr, and the lemma is 
proved. 
THEOREM 6L1. Given the nonnegative RP-function uO, suppose u is 
plurisuperharmonic with u > -uO. Then we may write 
where u, is singular and uqb is u0 - qb. 
Remark. It will follow from the remark following Examples B and B’ of 
Section 4 that this decomposition need not be unique. See Section 5 for an 
“explanation” of the nonuniqueness. Changing to multiplicative notation, 
and using Proposition 6.1, Theorem 6.1 becomes the following, which is our 
main theorem. 
THEOREM 6.1’. Suppose f is an analytic function on the complex- 
analytic mantfold M for which there exist analytic functions F and G on ti 
so that (f 1 Q IFI, IFI ) E > 0, exp JFIP < /Cl”, s > 0, where 1 &p < 00. Then 
f has a factorization f = I x E, where I is internal and E is external and 
exp lEIP < IGIS. 
We paraphrase this as follows: 
THEOREM 6.1”. (LYH)~ admits internal-external factorization. 
For (LH)P we can prove the following weaker version: 
THEOREM 6.1 ‘I’. Suppose f is an analytic function on M with exp If Ip < 
I gls for some analytic function g and some constant s > 0. Then f has a 
factorization f = I x E, where I is internal and E is external and I E Ip Q I g 1’. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. By the Hausdorff maximality principle, there is a 
maximal chain {LI,} of functions satisfying 
(A) each u, E RP, 
(B) each v, > -u,,, 
(C) each u, is u,, - qb, 
P) o,Su. 
(The class of chains satisfying (A)-(D) is not empty since the singleton 
chain {-u,,} qualifies, by Lemma 6.2 below. Let u be the ascending limit of 
this chain. Since u Q u, we know that o is not E +co. This v satisfies the 
hypotheses of the Key Lemma, and hence u is uO - qb. Set upL = V, 
u, = u - uqb. Note that by Proposition 6.2, upb E RP and so u, is 
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plurisuperharmonic. Since uqQ = U, we see that uqb is u0 - qb. We claim that 
us is singular. Certainly u, > 0 since upb < u. Suppose 0 < w  < u,, where w  is 
bounded in RP. ThenO<w<u-o so that O<v+wgu. 
We give two simple lemmas, whose routine proofs we omit. 
LEMMA 6.2. If u0 E RP and u, > -K, where K is a constant with 
0 <K < 00, then u0 is u,-quasi-bounded. 
LEMMA 6.3. If v is u,, - qb and 0 < w is a bounded RP function, then 
v+w is u,-qqb. 
Returning to the proof of the theorem, we have -u,, < v + w  Q u. If not 
w  z 0, since v + w  > v, + w  for each Q, then we could adjoin v + w  to the 
chain {va} to get a longer chain, which violates the choice of (va} as a 
maximal chain. The theorem is proved. 
The question naturally arises whether in (LH)P every function f has a 
factorization f = I x E, where Z is internal and E is external and E E (LH)P. 
The following negative example was constructed by Rudin, whom we thank 
for his generous permission to include it here. 
EXAMPLE (Rudin). In the unit ball B*, let 
Z2 f(z,,z,)=-. 
1 -z, 
This f belongs to (LH)‘, but if g is a holomorphic function in lB*, 1 gJ > (f 1 
and ( gl > 0, then g 62 (LH)*. 
Remark. This shows first of all that (LH)* # (YH)* and then that 
internal-xternal factorization in (LH)* is not possible. For iff = I x E, then 
1 f I< IEl and E is zero-free. The example can be made to work in 
(LH)““(!3”) for any m E N and any integer n > 2. 
Proof: First of all 
Iz212 1 - lz112 1 +z* 
f~~~~~2~2=If~z~(2~,~~zl~2~~~~z,~ 
Thus f E (LH)*. On the other hand, suppose g is analytic in I3*, 1 g( 2 ) f ( 
and Igl > 0. Let 0 < r < 1 and 0 < t < (1 -r*)“*. Since lg) > 0, log Igl is 
pluriharmonic, and hence the function 
P(W) = log I &, WI 
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is harmonic for 1 WI < (1 - r*)l’*. Thus 
log tgtr9 ON= & JI log 1 g(r, rP)I de 
I 
pi” 2w I * log If(r, @)I de = log & 
Letting t T (1 - r*)l’*, it follows that 
2 1+r I&, WI’ 2 (; I:,* = -* 1-r (*> 
But if g* had an RP-majorant in F3*, then g(z, 0) would be in H*(D), so that 
g(r, 0) = o(( 1 - r2) - l/2), 
which would contradict (*). 
However, if we are willing to do with p - E instead of p, then things work 
out, as shown in the next result of Rudin, whom we thank again. 
THEOREM 6.2 (Rudin). For anyp > 0 and any E > 0, (LH)+’ E (YH)P-9 
COROLLARY. If f E (LH)P and p > E > 0, then we may write f = I, x E,, 
where I, is internal and E, is external and E, E (LH)P- “. 
Proof of Theorem 6.2. Suppose f is analytic in M, If 1” < u in A4 and 
u E RP. Define 
g=(l+u+i,u)l’p, 
where *U is the conjugate of u so that u + i* u is analytic. Since u 2 0, we 
have lglp 2 1 + u and hence J gJ ) If I and lgl ) 1 throughout M. Let 
a = (p - ~)/p. The range of 
g p-‘=(l+u+i*u)” 
lies in the wedge {I arg WI < x42}. 
Hence 
Iglp-89 lm W&‘-9 <f ReW’-9 
cos - 
2 
so that I gJp-’ has an RP-majorant in A4 and the proof is done. 
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THEOREM 6.3. If Z is an internal function on the complex analytic 
manifold M, then there exists a Blaschke product B and a singular internal 
function S so that 
Z=BxS. 
ProoJ By Section 2, this is equivalent to proving that if u > 0 is a 
singular plurisuperharmonic function, then we may write 
u=p+h, 
where p is a potential and h is pluriharmonic. This is the RP-analog of the 
Riesz decomposition theorem. Consider the family of all u E RP, ordered by 
pointwise <, such that 0 < u < u. Now take a maximal ascending chain {u,}. 
This surely exists by the Hausdorff maximality principle since the singleton 
chain (0) competes. Let h be the ascending limit of the a,. By 
Proposition 6.2, h E RP. Let p = u - h. We claim that p is a potential. Surely 
~20. Suppose O<v&p, where uERP. Then O<v<u-h, or 
0 < u + h < u. If v is not ~0, then we could adjoin u + h to the chain, 
violating its maximality, so that u E 0, and it is proved that p is a potential. 
Remark. This factorization is probably not unique, although we have no 
example at present. 
THEOREM 6.4. Every Blaschke product B is a convergent product of 
Blaschke factors. 
Sketch of Proof: If B is irreducible, then we have shown in the 
proposition in Section 4 that B is a Blaschke factor, and we are done in this 
event. Otherwise B = B, x B,, where B, and B, are Blaschke products. We 
examine each of B, and B, for irreducibility, and proceed by induction. The 
process must terminate after a countable number of steps because, for 
example, lBll < IB]. 
7. APPLICATIONS 
The celebrated theorem of Beurling (see [ 131 that characterizes the closed 
invariant subspaces of Hz@) has an H* version (see [27] and [29]) which 
says that the weak-star closed ideals in HOD(D) are all principal ideals 
generated by inner functions. This is not true in dimension n > 1, but we 
have as a partial replacement the theorem of this section, which says that the 
internal factors of the functions in such an ideal determine the ideal, and in a 
simple way. In effect, the internal factor of a function bears all the infor- 
mation about the zeros of the function. 
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Notation. Given functions { go}aPA in HOD(M), we let [{g,}] denote the 
weak-star closed ideal generated by them. 
Remark. By [ 271 this means that [{g,}] is the smallest ideal containing 
all the g,, which is closed under taking bounded pointwise limits of 
sequences. 
THEOREM 7.1. Suppose given a weak-star closed ideal J in H*(M). For 
each f E J, let f = II x Ef be one internal- *-external factorization off: Then J 
is the weak-star closed ideal generated by the I,, i.e., 
J= [{I,:fE J)]. 
Proo$ It is clear that J c [{If}]. In the reverse direction, it is enough to 
prove that if f = I x E is an internal-*-external factorization, then Z c [f 1. 
Let the functions h, be associated with E as in Definition 2.5. Then 
f X $=1x (E/h,), 
n 
where l/h,, E H’O(M), and we see that E/h, converges boundedly pointwise 
to 1 on M, so that I E [f 1, and the theorem is proved. 
THEOREM 7.2. Iff E (L/H’)(M), then f = g x h, where g, h E (YH’)(M). 
Proof: As in the classical case, write f = I x E by Theorem 6.1 U and take 
g=@,h=Zx@. 
THEOREM 7.3. If f E (LY’H)~(M), 1 <p Q GO then we may write 
f = k + m, where k, m E WWpW) and IlklIp < Ilf lip and Ilm Ilp < 2 Ilf Ilp and 
k and m are zero-free on M. 
Proof: Write k = E and m = (I - l)E. 
8. OPEN PROBLEMS 
PROBLEM 1. How does the present theory change if one uses 
plurisuperharmonic majorants instead of pluriharmonic majorants? 
PROBLEM 2. Study internal and external functions on multiply connected 
domains in the complex plane, beginning with the annulus. 
Remark. By Lemma 6.3 on p. 95 of [8], combined with Example 6.1 on 
p. 94 of that paper, there exists a plane domain M that supports no 
nonconstant quasi-inner functions I, and hence no nonconstant inner 
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functions. Here, “inner” refers to the lifting of I to D as the universal 
covering surface of M. By contrast, we know by our factorization theorem 
that M supports many nonconstant internal functions. 
PROBLEM 3. Is H” dense in (Y’H)P? (See [lo]). 
PROBLEM 4. Let A@“) be the ball algebra of all continuous functions 
on IB” that are analytic on [B”. Let M, consist of all representing measures 
&, for evaluation of functions in A@“) at a given point z0 E I3”. If 
fE Hm(B”), must the radial boundary value f * exist almost everywhere dpO 
for each dp,, E M,? 
In the next two problems, a closed subspace M of (4PH)P(G) will be called 
an invariant subspace if $!4 c S for each fe Hm(G). We take 1 <p < co 
here, where H* is given the weak-star topology. 
PROBLEM 5. Is every invariant subspace M of (LH)P(G) complemented? 
Remark. In case G = ID, so that (LH)P(lD) = HP(D), the affirmative 
answer follows from Beurling’s theorem, which says that h4 = rpHp for some 
inner function ~0. Consider HP as a space of functions defined on 2ND. Let p 
be the Riesz projection from t”(aD) to HP(X)). The projection n from HP 
onto M is then simply given by ndf) = op(@ xf). 
PROBLEM 6. Is every closed subspace of HP(V) that is invariant under 
multiplication by all bounded analytic functions necessarily a complemented 
subspace? (See Problem 5.) 
PROBLEM 7. If G = [B”, say, and if the analytic function f on M can be 
written f =g#/h#, where gx and hX are in Ha(M), can it then be written 
f = g/h, where g, h E H”O(M) and where h is zero-free on M? 
Remark. In case n = 1, this is a well-known result that follows from the 
inner-outer factorization and simple properties of the Blaschke products. By 
the Remark following Example A’ of Section 4, these properties no longer 
hold when n > 1. 
PROBLEM 8. If M is a starlike region in C”, say M = IB”, and if 
f # const is a singular internal function on M, must there exist a point on the 
boundary of M, where f has radial boundary value 01 
Remark. If M = ID, the affirmative answer is given in [3, Theorem 5.111. 
In cluster-value theory, the class of inner functions is called “Seidel’s class 
U.” 
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PROBLEM 9. Is it true that a positive plurisuperharmonic function u is 
quasi-bounded o *-quasi-bounded? 
Remurk. In Proposition 6.1, the + implication was easily proved. 
PROBLEM 10. Is it true that if Z is an internal function on M (say on IB” 
to start with) then Q, o $ is a Blaschke product for “most” Mobius transfor- 
mations CD: D + D? (See [6, Sect. 60, pp. 112-l 131 for a precise statement 
and a proof in case G = D.) In particular, is there a complex number Q with 
1 a ] < 1 such that (a - Z(z))/( 1 - dZ(z)) is a Blaschke product? 
Remark. Kenneth Stephenson has pointed out that the internal function 
a of Example G, where A is an annulus, is such that for certain a, ]a 1 < 1 
@ - a(z))/(l - &z(z)) is not even an internal function. Thus it is a good idea 
for this problem to stick to simply connected A4. 
PROBLEM 11. (Perhaps easy.) Do there exist two internal functions I, 
and I, (say on 8* or on D*) with ((I, x ZzI( = 1 such that I, x Z2 is not 
internal? (See Example D of Section 4.) 
. 
PROBLEM 12. Let A4 be an invariant subspace of (LH)“, and let cl, and 
cl, denote the closure operations in (LH)P and (LH)O, respectively, where 
1 <q< ao, must 
cl,( [cl,@4 n (LH)O] n (LH)P) = M? 
There is no hope for an affirmative answer in W(D”) for n > 1, since 
Miles showed in [ 181 that for 1 < p < q < co and n > 1, there is a set 
VE D” so that if we let M= (fe ZZP:f), = 0), then Mf {0}, yet 
MnW= 10). 
PROBLEM 13. Is sesqui-internal the same as being of modulus 1 on the 
Shilov boundary of H“‘(M)? (See [lo].) 
PROBLEM 14. Say in M = 8” or M = ID” that a& is a representing 
measure on the Shilov boundary of HOD for evaluation at z,, and that z, is 
another point of M. Then does there exist a representing measure u& for 
evaluation at z, that is absolutely continuous with respect to a&? 
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